Utrecht Science Park
UTRECHT HEALTHY URBAN LIVING LAB

Utrecht Healthy Urban Living Lab is a joint eﬀort of governments, businesses, research centers, educational and
social institutions fostering sustainable urban solutions, taking oﬀ in the Utrecht region.

SUSTAINABLE URBAN

SOLUTIONS FOR ALL

Utrecht
Science Park
4

› Go bike @ Oculus Rift

8

› Fibre optic @ subsoil energy monitoring

6

› Electric Mondrian @ solar power

10 › Citizen interaction @ Urban Futures Studio

12 › Smart Solar Charging @ 6,500 solar panels at Utrecht Science Park
14 › Go green @ Green Oﬃce Utrecht

16 › Concept house & Solar Decathlon @ Utrecht Science Park

18 › Power the region @ habitat for sustainability experiments
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HABITAT FOR SUSTAINABILITY EXPERIMENTS

SUBSOIL ENERGY MONITORING
ELECTRIC MONDRIAN
GREEN OFFICE UTRECHT

OCULUS RIFT
6,500 SOLAR PANELS
URBAN FUTURES STUDIO

CONCEPT HOUSE & SOLAR DECATHLON
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GO BIKE
OCULUS RIFT
The oculus rift combined with a bicycle or treadmill is used for research on

cycling and walking experiences as well as design of bicycle and pedestrian
paths in urban areas. Martin Dijst from Utrecht University and two

colleague-researchers from Oxford University and University of São Paolo
recently received a grant for the DEPICT-project: DEsigning and Policy

Implementation for encouraging Cycling and walking Trips. This project has
the objective to determine the features of the urban environment,
governance of infrastructure and local communities in São Paulo,

The Netherlands, and United Kingdom which inﬂuence walking and cycling
and how these can be optimized to achieve sustainable urban mobility for
all. The research is part of the Healthy Urban Living program of Utrecht
University’s strategic theme Sustainability.
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Contact:
Martin Dijst
professor Urban Development
and Spatial Mobility
Utrecht University
+31(0) 30 253 4442
m.j.dijst@uu.nl
www.uu.nl/hul
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ELECTRIC MONDRIAN
SOLAR POWER
Inspired by the colorful paintings of Piet Mondrian, solar energy researchers
from Utrecht University have developed ‘stained-glass’ panels that can

generate electricity. On a sunny day, hidden cells in the solar panels are

capable of charging up to three mobile phones. According to Wilfried van

Sark, solar energy researcher, the importance of research into luminescent
solar concentrators extends far beyond ‘Electric Mondrian’. “The colored

Contact:
Wilfried van Sark
associate professor Solar
Energy Utrecht University
+31(0) 30 253 7611
w.g.j.h.m.vansark@uu.nl
www.uu.nl/copernicus

plates oﬀer an aesthetic alternative to familiar blue and black solar panels.
What’s more, they can be used at a large-scale and integrated into the

façades of oﬃce buildings.” The research is part of the Healthy Urban Living

program of Utrecht University’s strategic theme Sustainability.
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FIBRE OPTIC
SUBSOIL ENERGY MONITORING
In Utrecht, innovative DTS ﬁbre-optic monitoring is being used in the

research project FOME-BES to improve the performance of cold and heat

storage systems. Three-dimensional underground ﬁbre-optic networks are

installed at three diﬀerent locations in the city of Utrecht, providing for data
on the variations in temperature proﬁles around cold and heat storage
systems during eight seasons. This will oﬀer new insights on how to

optimize the subsoil energy balance of cold and heat storage systems and
by that, on how to optimize the energy and cost eﬀectiveness of cold and

heat storage systems as a whole. In the future, this monitoring technique

can also be used for the detection of salinization, subsidence and presence
of chemicals. By demonstrating and testing these techniques, Utrecht

realizes regional sustainability ambitions and provides a launching customer
for this innovative solution as well.
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Contact:
Marco de Kleine
senior geologist Deltares
+31(0) 88 335 7792
marco.dekleine@deltares.nl
Jelle Buma
geohydrologist Deltares
+31(0) 88 335 7792
jelle.buma@deltares.nl
www.fomebes.nl
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CITIZEN INTERACTION
URBAN FUTURES STUDIO
The upcoming urbanisation is one of the greatest global challenges of this

century. It requires more eﬀective cooperation between the academic world,
the authorities and society at large. The Urban Futures Studio wants to take

the lead in the study and development of new practices of urban

governance. In this, it focuses on the ‘in between’ of the organizational

landscape, such as: network organisations, ad hoc gatherings and practices

Contact:
Maarten Hajer
distinguished professor Urban
Futures Utrecht University
+31(0) 30 253 5426
urbanfuturesstudio@uu.nl
www.uu.nl/ufs

of ‘research by design’. The Urban Futures Studio will operate as a centre of

analysis and academic reﬂection and constantly aims to suggest

interventions to enhance the transformative capacity of cities. Interventions
stimulating citizen interaction during urban transformations belong to the
topics of study.
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SMART SOLAR CHARGING
6,500 SOLAR PANELS AT
UTRECHT SCIENCE PARK
Utrecht University and UMC Utrecht (University Medical Center Utrecht) will
install 6,500 solar panels on several buildings in Utrecht Science Park in

2016. This provides Utrecht Science Park with the largest surface of solar

panels in Utrecht and ranks the area among the top 10 in the Netherlands.

Annually the 6,500 panels will generate around 1.5 million kWh of electricity -

as much electricity as the annual consumption of 430 households.

The installation of solar panels complements the sustainability ambitions
of Utrecht University and UMC Utrecht. The next step is to demonstrate

Smart Solar Charging at USP, using solar panels and smart vehicle2grid
chargers to charge and discharge a ﬂeet of V2G electric vehicles.
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Contact:
Wilfried van Sark
associate professor Solar
Energy Utrecht University
+31(0) 30 253 7611
w.g.j.h.m.vansark@uu.nl
www.uu.nl/copernicus

Real Estate and
Campus Utrecht University
+31(0) 30 253 4713
ubd.vc.vastgoedencampus@
uu.nl

Paul Andela
projectmanager Real Estate &
Facilities
+31(0)88 7555 555
p.andela@umcutrecht.nl
www.umcutrecht.nl
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GO GREEN
GREEN OFFICE UTRECHT
Boosting green IT and plastics recycling to sustainable food in the canteen,
Green Oﬃce Utrecht (GOU) is the platform for students and employees of

Utrecht University. GOU shapes sustainable ideas, puts plans together and

launches projects, all with the objective to make the university more

sustainable. An example of a successful project is the Living Lab! The main

Contact:
Anjelle Rademakers
manager Green Oﬃce Utrecht
+31(0) 6 2883 1459
greenoﬃce@uu.nl
www.uu.nl/greenoﬃce

idea of the Living Lab is to connect the sustainability issues of the university
to students of the UU wanting to explore sustainability in their studies.

As of March 2016, HU University of Applied Sciences also has a Green Oﬃce,
oﬀering a platform for sustainability initiatives and reinforcing green
initiatives. The HU Green Oﬃce conducts sustainability projects and

supports the execution of projects from students, teachers and researchers.

Moreover it makes sure that sustainability becomes a comprehensible part
of management.

Contact:
Saskia Hanssen
manager Green Oﬃce HU
+31(0)88 4818 424
greenoﬃce@hu.nl
www.duurzaam.hu.nl
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CONCEPT HOUSE &
SOLAR DECATHLON
UTRECHT SCIENCE PARK
Students from the HU University of Applied Sciences have reached the ﬁnals
of the Solar Decathlon Challenge. This is a prestigious challenge between

diﬀerent universities from all over the world to build the most sustainable

house. In 2017, they will head oﬀ to the US to build a sustainable house as
part of the competition. The sustainable home developed by the HU team

is not made from brick, but from wooden panels: self-suﬃcient, with optimal
use of the sun, easy to assemble and aﬀordable for everyone.

The HU students plan to build the ﬁrst concept houses at Utrecht Science
Park and in Leidsche Rijn. The municipality of Utrecht has already
designated a test site.
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Contact:
Sjors Peeters Weem &
Emma Lucassen
project managers #Selﬁecient
solardecathlon@hotmail.com

www.solar-decathlonchallenge.hu.nl
www.toekomstvandestad.hu.nl
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POWER THE REGION
HABITAT FOR SUSTAINABILITY
EXPERIMENTS
The transition to sustainable cities is a global challenge. It can be accelerated
by means of dedicated experiments. Real-life experiments in Living Labs will
help scaling the transition process.

The Province of Utrecht analyzed the local and regional context (‘habitat’)

of these experiments in the Utrecht region, and concluded that the regional

Contact:
Harm van den Heiligenberg
Province of Utrecht
harm.van.den.heiligenberg@
provincie-utrecht.nl
www.provincie-utrecht.nl

habitat is key to success. Crucial factors are supporting regional networks,

local authorities, a learning environment and a coherent local and regional

vision. The results are relevant for cities and regions in Europe that welcome
sustainability experiments to foster their global market uptake.
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UTRECHT HEALTHY URBAN
LIVING LAB
Utrecht Healthy Urban Living Lab is a joint effort of governments,

businesses, research centers, educational and social institutions fostering
sustainable urban solutions, taking off in the Utrecht region: Utrecht

University, University Medical Center Utrecht, HU University of Applied
Sciences – Center of Expertise Smart Sustainable Cities, Deltares, TNO,

Knowledge Center Healthy Urban Living, Utrecht Sustainability Institute,
Utrecht Science Park, Nature and Environment Federation Utrecht,

Jaarbeurs, LomboXnet, Rijkswaterstaat, Municipality of Utrecht, Province
of Utrecht and the Economic Board Utrecht. These organizations join
forces in the following networks and programs.

COOPERATION

Healthy Urban Living
Utrecht Science Park

Utrecht Science Park is the beating heart of Europe's most
competitive region. Bringing together competence from
business, industry and academia in order to design and create
healthier, safer and more sustainable cities for today and for
subsequent generations. It provides a vibrant, dynamic and
exciting place to work, to study and to interact. Utrecht
Science Park is an initiative of Utrecht University, HU
University of Applied Sciences Utrecht, University Medical
Center Utrecht, the City of Utrecht and Utrecht Province.
Contact:
Mieke de Bruin
community manager Utrecht Science Park
+31(0) 30 800 4496
mieke.debruin@utrechtsciencepark.nl
www.utrechtsciencepark.nl

Smart Sustainable Districts
Utrecht The New Centre

Utrecht Central Station area is one of the major urban
transformation projects in the Netherlands. The municipality
of Utrecht formulated an ambitious redevelopment plan for
Utrecht The New Centre together with Jaarbeurs and other
stakeholders. Main objectives for the area are to become
energy neutral, climate robust and attractive through
sustainable energy, optimum greening, water retention and
clean personal mobility. In 2015, the European Climate-KIC
program Smart Sustainable Districts selected Utrecht The New
Centre as icon for sustainable transformation. This provides
Utrecht with unique opportunities to embed sustainability in
the redevelopment ambitions of Jaarbeurs and the
municipality in the Utrecht The New Centre district, along with
districts in London, Berlin, Copenhagen, Gothenburg and
Paris.
Contact:
Carolien van Hemel
director Utrecht Sustainability Institute
+31(0) 30 253 7206
usi@uu.nl
www.ssd-utrecht.nl

Strategic theme Sustainability
Utrecht University

Utrecht Sustainability Institute

Utrecht University makes an active contribution to a
sustainable society by sharing academic knowledge and by
providing an inspirational example for others. Sustainability
research is grouped into three sub-themes: Water, Climate &
Ecosystems, Future Energy & Resources and Healthy Urban
Living. The research ranges from single molecules to complete
planets in a focus on water, energy and a healthy
environment. By bundling the expertise integral solutions for
sustainability issues are being developed, providing
knowledge to contribute to a better future for the next
generations.

The Utrecht Sustainability Institute (USI) contributes to the
transition towards sustainable urban regions, nationally and
internationally, starting from the Utrecht region. This region is
characterized by many knowledge institutions and companies
providing sustainable solutions. By linking their knowledge to
regional sustainability ambitions, complex issues can be
solved in an integrated manner. USI works in close
cooperation with knowledge institutions, governments,
businesses and societal organizations, bringing these parties
together in research and innovation projects leading to a
sustainable approach of the strategic reserves of energy,
water and materials in urban areas.

Contact:
Werner Most
managing director Sustainability Utrecht University
+31(0) 30 253 9340
w.w.most@uu.nl

Contact:
Carolien van Hemel
director Utrecht Sustainability Institute
+31(0) 30 253 7206
usi@uu.nl

www.uu.nl/sustainability

www.usi.nl

Knowledge Centre Healthy Urban Living

The Healthy Urban Living Knowledge Centre provides
integrated expertise and a joint knowledge infrastructure for
the set-up and further development of healthy and
sustainable living environments in urban areas. The centre is
made up of five well-known knowledge institutes, all located
on or close to Utrecht Science Park: the Netherlands
Organisation for Applied Scientific Research (TNO), the
National Institute for Public Health and the Environment
(RIVM), Utrecht University (UU), the Royal Netherlands
Meteorological Institute (KNMI) and Deltares.
Contact:
Kees van Deelen
KC Healthy Urban Living
+31(0) 88 866 2022
info@kchul.nl
www.kchul.nl

Centre of Expertise Smart Sustainable Cities

The Smart Sustainable Cities Centre of Expertise provides a
platform where people from the business world and from
knowledge institutes can join HU University of Applied
Sciences to develop innovative products and services that
bring smart, sustainable and healthy cities a step closer.
The Centre offers professionals - whether new or established the opportunity to gain the latest knowledge in this field
through regular education courses or programs of continuing
education. The platform also carries out research. Students,
businesses, lecturers and researchers work together in
projects in order to apply the latest knowledge and insights.
Contact:
Nadia Verdeyen
managing director, HU CoE Smart Sustainable Cities
+31(0) 88 481 8283
smartsustainablecities@hu.nl

Ivo Opstelten
director of applied research HU CoE Smart Sustainable Cities
+31(0) 88 481 8283
smartsustainablecities@hu.nl
www.smartsustainablecities.hu.nl
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